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Foreword

The COVID-19 pandemic presented an unprecedented

challenge for football in 2020 and, although the

professional game was largely able to resume with

the help of strict health and safety protocols, several

other aspects had to be put on hold, putting health

first.

The FIFA Foundation was established in 2018 with

the goal of using the positive power of football

to the service of society. It carries out much of its

work in disadvantaged locations worldwide and

its operations were undeniably impacted by the

pandemic. Nevertheless, it was able to maintain

its support of 101 projects in 53 countries through

the FIFA Foundation Community Programme, to

provide immediate relief to communities thanks

to the Recovery Programme and to continue the

development of the Football for Schools and Campus

Programmes, focused on education.

Now, as the world unites in moving towards a “new

normal”, the FIFA Foundation will be able to fully

resume its activities and help communities when and

where necessary, thanks to its diversified spectrum of

activities.

As we move forward, the FIFA Foundation is ready

to harness the unique power of football to create

a sense of reconnection in society, to promote and

support mental health awareness, to empower and

inspire people to use football for healthy minds and

bodies and, most importantly, to instil a sense of

healing and unity through the beautiful game.

Football continues to offer unique opportunities to

promote positive change within society and we are

extremely determined not to let that potential go to

waste.

Yours in football,

Gianni Infantino

FIFA President and President of the

FIFA Foundation Board
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Foreword

Football is the world’s most popular sport for a

reason. It brings joy to millions of people and has  

theability to change society for the better.

As the former President of Argentina’s Boca Juniors,

I have seen first-hand the positive power of football

and its ability to change perceptions and improve

lives.

I was honoured to be invited to take on the role of

Executive Chairman of the FIFA Foundation by FIFA

President and President of the FIFA Foundation Board

Gianni Infantino in 2020.

In accepting this role with the FIFA Foundation, I

knew that I could play my part, leveraging football,

its stars and its unique reach to help communities and

people in need, making a positive contribution to

their lives.

I am passionate about the FIFA Foundation’s work,

which focuses on harnessing the power of football to

contribute to important areas such as education and

gender equality, thus supporting the United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals. I also believe that the

FIFA Foundation and its activities can be an important

source of hope for many young people around the

world.

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, we have seen

the role that football can play to boost morale and

encourage positivity through the FIFA Foundation’s

mobilisation of FIFA Legends, who lent their faces

and voices to virtual campaigns and initiatives to  

keeppeople healthy and optimistic.

As we begin to emerge into a more familiar way of

life, the FIFA Foundation will harness football as a

driving force to help society reconnect, to promote

and support mental health awareness, to empower

and inspire people to use football for healthy minds

and bodies, and most importantly, to instil a sense of

healing and unity through the beautiful game.

I look forward to promoting more positive change

within society as the Executive Chairman of the FIFA

Foundation.

Mauricio Macri

Executive Chairman of the FIFA Foundation
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Introduction

Since its establishment in 2018, the FIFA 
Foundation has delivered much in the 
way of positive social change. However, 
after it rolled out a number of initiatives 
in 2019, the reality of the COVID-19 
pandemic meant that new projects had 
to be paused in 2020 to protect health.

Central to the FIFA Foundation’s activities are tackling 
social issues affecting young people, empowering 
women and girls to play football and to realise their 
full potential, repairing damaged or destroyed sports 
infrastructure, supporting education through football 
and using some of football’s most celebrated icons 
to reach out to  millions worldwide with positive 
messages for a more inclusive world.

Naturally, social responsibility is ingrained in the 
FIFA Foundation’s activities and it established the 
following programmes to support this.

• FIFA Foundation Community Programme
• Recovery Programme
• FIFA Legends Programme
• Football for Schools Programme
• Campus Programme
• Employee Volunteer Programme

FIFA funds the FIFA Foundation. In addition, it 
draws on donations, inheritances, legacies and 
gifts, as well as a number of resources from 
within FIFA.

It is run on a not-for-profit basis, generating 
revenue for its charitable aims through events 
and charity matches.

As soon as the health situation allows, the 
FIFA Foundation will resume its activities in full.
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Board composition

The FIFA Foundation Board is the
supreme body of the FIFA Foundation
and decides on the use of the
endowment fund.

The board is composed of a President
and at least two further members:

GIANNI INFANTINO
FIFA President

President of the FIFA Foundation Board

SONIA FULFORD
FIFA Council member

Member of the Foundation Board

MAURICIO MACRI
Executive Chairman of the 

FIFA Foundation Board

LYDIA NSEKERA
Member of the Foundation Board

YOURI DJORKAEFF
Chief Executive Officer of the 

FIFA Foundation Board
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160
Funding applications in 2020

53
Countries involved

USD 3 million
Funds distributed

FIFA Foundation 
Community Programme

FIFA Foundation 
Programmes 

The FIFA Foundation Community Programme supports
organisations that use football as a tool for social
change and to improve the lives of underprivileged
people around the world.

Once a year, the FIFA Foundation invites established 
non-profit entities to apply for project funding in order 
to harness football to address social issues affecting 
young people such as education, health, peacebuilding, 
help for refugees, leadership and gender equality.
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Recovery Programme

In times of great need, the Recovery Programme supports
communities that have been hit by natural disasters or
unforeseen events by providing solidarity and emergency
funding that can be used to repair damaged or destroyed
sporting infrastructure.

Two countries have benefited from Recovery Programme 
support in 2020:

VANUATU
•   Project: reconstruction of a football academy 

following Cyclone Harold
• Total funds distributed: USD 160,000

BHUTAN
•  Project: reconstruction and reinforcement of a girls’ 

training centre following floods
• Total funds distributed: USD 106,000
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FIFA Legends Programme

The FIFA Legends Programme brings together former top
players and coaches from men’s and women’s football to
promote and support the game and its wider mission around 
the world.

As ambassadors for the FIFA Foundation and its projects, they 
give back to football through their support and commitment  
to FIFA Foundation initiatives.
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Football for Schools 
Programme

The Football for Schools Programme is designed to use 
the beautiful gamein schools as a tool to deliver fun and 
interactive education about important life skills and positive 
values to boys and girls across three age groups (4-7, 8-11  
and 12-14 years old). It also aims to address some of the  
social challenges facing young people in the world today, 
including bullying, staying in school and leading a healthy 
and active lifestyle.

Football for Schools hopes to distribute 11 million footballs  
to schools in the countries of all 211 FIFA member associations 
(MAs). In concrete terms, this means 700 million children are 
expected to benefit from the initiative, which aims to make 
football more accessible to both boys and girls around the world.

A dedicated team within the FIFA Foundation has worked in
close collaboration with UNESCO to enhance the educational 
aspects of the programme, which will see football activities 
incorporated into physical education curricula and provide 
educational and instructional materials for teachers through 
a mobile phone application and online platform.

In addition, the FIFA Foundation plans to grant a one- 
off payment of USD 50,000 to MAs to encourage local
implementation of the programme.

Pilot projects for the Football for Schools Programme have
already been launched in Lebanon and Puerto Rico. The full-
scale implementation of the initiative will take place as soon 
as the global health situation improves enough to allow it.
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FIFA Employee  
Volunteer Programme

The FIFA Employee Volunteer Programme gives FIFA staff
the opportunity to use part of their annual leave to work  
with charitable organisations supported by the FIFA 
Foundation Community Programme

As it was not possible for staff members to travel to the
projects in 2020, a virtual edition of the programme
was introduced which allowed staff members from 28
FIFA departments to support nine non-governmental
organisations with 20 different remote projects.
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Campus Programme

The Campus Programme is a brand new global initiative
that gives girls and boys from under-privileged backgrounds
the opportunity to play football and to develop their
personal and social learning in a safe environment during
school breaks.

Conceived in 2020, it was officially launched in Yerevan,
Armenia, at the beginning of May 2021 and will be rolled
out to additional MAs around the world.
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Governance

During the 2020 reporting year, the FIFA
Foundation Board held one meeting on
24 September 2020. At this meeting, the
Foundation Board approved and signed the
FIFA Foundation activity and financial reports
for 2019.

The composition of the FIFA Foundation Board 
remained unchanged in 2020.
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Finance

The FIFA Foundation was established on 12 March 
2018, with its third financial year ending on 31
December 2020.

Total revenues for 2020 amounted to

Total profit for 2020: Total comprised trade liabilities:

Total assets as at 31 December 2020: Total accrued:

Total capital:

In 2020, the FIFA Foundation did not
purchase, sell, hold or otherwise deal in
any securities.

The FIFA Foundation’s accounts are fully
consolidated in the FIFA consolidated
financial statements of 2020.

Assets composed of cash and cash equivalents
totalled USD 2.36 million

Receivables from FIFA totalled USD 7.69 million

The total budget for 2021, as approved by the
69th FIFA Congress in Paris in June 2019, amounts
to USD 8.5 million, which includes an amount
of USD 4 million for the Recovery Programme,
USD 3.2 million for the Community Programme,
and USD 1.3 million for the FIFA Foundation’s
administrative expenses and the FIFA Legends
Programme.

•  Person responsible for the FIFA Foundation’s 
financial accounting: Mr Martin Schumacher,  
Head of Accounting, FIFA Subsidiaries

•  Lead auditor of the FIFA Foundation’s  
financial accounting: Ms Yvonne Burger, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, 
Switzerland

Expenses for 2020 amounted to

Administrative costs:
USD 1.03 million (including USD 234,000 in
service invoices from FIFA)

Community Programme: USD 3 million

Recovery Programme: USD 365,000

Employee Volunteer Programme: USD 16,000

USD 7.38 million

USD 3.29 million USD 338,000 

USD 10.05 million USD 2.75 million

USD 3.68 million

Budget for 2021 2020 accounting and
financial audit

USD 4.38 million
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